Discussion on traffic lights and agreed to do later.

Discussed possible inputs and outputs so 2411 could be ordered.
- *Decided to go with 16-inputs and 16-outputs*

Broke up inputs and outputs into groups:
- **Buttons**
- **Lights**
- **Signs**
- **Sensors**
  - **Buttons**
    - Acknowledge user input
      - Lights/Sound
  - **Lights**
    - Three Color
    - Ability to Dim
    - LED
  - **Signs**
    - Walk/Don’t-Walk
    - Maybe a countdown for pedestrians
  - **Sensors**
    - Dimming/Day-Brightness
    - Traffic Light Failure

Tasks:
- **Jack**: Research Signs
- **Nate**: Research Buttons
- **Gabe**: Research Sensors
- **Find DOT requirements**